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Booklist

New board books – for babies and toddlers, ages 0 - 2

New interactive book for toddlers

New picture books – to read aloud to children ages 2 – 5 – preschoolers

New easy readers – for children ages 5 - 6, or Kindergarten to first grade

New easy transitional fiction

New transitional fiction – for ages 7 - 8, or 2nd and 3rd grades

New poetry for children
Nesbitt, Kenn. *One Minute Till Bedtime: 60-Second Poems to Send You Off to Sleep*. Illus. by Christoph
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New graphic novels for under age 12


New nonfiction


Common Core


New children’s novels by genre:

Fantasy


Historical Fiction


Humor


Adventure
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Mystery/Horror


Realistic/Contemporary


Science Fiction


Sports


New Entries in Popular Series


Multicultural Books for Younger Children


Multicultural Books for Older Children


Multicultural Nonfiction
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**Nonfiction and Fiction Pairings**


**New books that fit the 2017 Summer Reading program themes “Build a Better World” and “Reading by Design”**
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